


the risk of mistakes, shrinkage and waiting time is reduced to a mini-
mum. 

Security and Marking of takings

When the sta�  in charge of moving the banknotes sends the order of 
opening the door of the system, the sealant specially designed by Sallén 
will proceed to seal the bag, so the bag will be totally closed before the 
door gets opened (self-sealing)

Through this sealing, it is guaranteed that there is no possible access to 
the banknotes until the bag is opened in the bank o�  ce, being detected 
any kind of sabotage in the bag.
Once the safety bag is removed, the person in charge of the transporta-
tion of this cash bag will place a new one (only one use bag) so that it is 
possible to use the Cash deposit system immediately.

Information transmission 
and cash control at real time

Obolus provides the possibility to print numerous types and styles of 
reports or receipts for audit and CIT collection purposes.

With the integrated management information software running, Obo-
lus records the value of the deposit transaction and together with the 
customer’s details it is sent securely through a TCP/IP connection over 
the Web to the bank or CIT where it can be instantly reconciled and 
applied to the customer’s bank account. The information could also be 
used to arrange a just-in-time CIT collection.

The Web applicative will allow the user to get access to these data in a 
safe way everywhere, contributing di� erent functions as well as consults 
by operator, totals control of the Acceptors, alarms management accor-
ding to con� gurable parameters.

With all the transaction registered on-line, Obolus will give to the retailer 
a better control of the physical � ow of cash while reducing Shrinkage, 
keeping to a minimum and providing an up-to-date source of informa-
tion for statistics and reports.

Automatic and immediate balance 
Security of the cash 
in the P.O.S (Point of Sale)

The Obolus Deposit system developed by Sallén, represents a new con-
cept for the cash handling in a retail environment.

Using the same technology as the one trusted by thousands of bank 
branches in more than 15 countries, Sallén presents Obolus, “self-service” 
cash deposit device designed to make retail cash handling secure, e�  -
cient and cost-e� ective. 

 With the Obolus CDS installed in a Retail Center, the user will be infor-
med about each deposit transaction at real time, it is also possible to 
have the own control of all the deposited banknotes in a bank o�  ce 
which makes an automatic and immediate balance possible. It ensures 
takings are accurately reconciled and veri� ed at the point of their depo-
sit. Obolus enables making large deposits quick and easy to process. 

Reduced risks to the maximum

Obolus is designed to secure back o�  ce cash handling. The retailer can 
make small deposits during all the working day to reduce the amount of 
cash “exposed” within the cash drawer, besides having a detailed control 
of all the takings at real time.

Easy to process:

1.- User’s identi� cation: User security is ensured using the pin Key 
board or badge reader.

 2.-Automatic veri� cation and counting process: All the banknotes 
are authenticated and veri� ed before being stored inside a safety box, 
rejecting the suspicious banknotes in order to be later controlled and 
analyzed.

3.-Printing receipt ticket: Once the counting and veri� cation process 
has been carried out in all the banknotes, the user will proceed to print 
a receipt ticket. 

4.-Sending the deposit information to a central server at real time: 
Making the sending automatically, it is possible to get access to the in-
formation of all the users and all the centers in a centralized way. In this 
way, repeated and time-consuming manual counting is eliminated, and 

· 300 / 600 banknotes per minute
· Feeder capacity: 300 banknotes
· Rejects capacity: 25 banknotes
· Deposits bag capacity: 3000 / 5000 banknotes (only one use)
· Thermal ticket printer
· Large dimensions tactile screen
· Bare code reader
· Box for other deposits
· Automatic i-button identi� er
· Total traceability for sacks and envelopes for non identi� ed banknotes, 
cheques and coupons

· Users personalized management
· TCP / IP, GPRS, USB communication
· It is in accordance with Standards for disabled people
· Allows customer personalization
· Safety box depending on customer features: CEN 3, CEN 4, etc...

· Measures :
· Height    126 cm
· Width    60 cm
· Depth    57 cm
· Weight    Depending on Safety Box
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